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To what extent have the Gallipoli campaign and the Western Front overshadowed other
significant aspects of Australians' experience of the First World War?
Dulce et decorum est pro patria mari (Horace, Ode 3.2) loosely translating to "it's sweet and

honourable to die for one's country" was an ideal intertwined with Australians' experience of World
War l(WWI). As a newly formed nation, Australian soldiers were ardent to prove their worth to the
world, and WWI was a window of opportunity. The Gallipoli campaign and the Western Front forged
the ANZAC legend, depicting young white soldiers gallantly charging onto the battlefields, sacrificing
themselves in the name of patriotism. Such archetypes glorified the violence and gore of war. 19141918 was one of the costliest conflicts Australia was involved in, seeing over 60 000 military deaths
(Source 8), with high casualty rates at 64.98% (Toi, 2012). More than a century later, Australians'
experience of WWI is remembered by Gallipoli and the Western Front soldiers' sacrifices, however, it
has heavily overshadowed most Australians' experience of the war. Dubbed the "war to end all
wars," much of the narrative surrounding WWI revolves around Anglo-Australian soldiers'
experiences on the battlefield, however, the war's clutches left no one untouched. Australians from
all walks of life had their lives tipped upside-down by WWI raging at their doorsteps, therefore all
Australians' experience of the war must be considered. The Gallipoli campaign and the Western
Front, coupled with the prevailing prejudice of the early 20th century led to the challenges faced by
marginalised groups: German Australians and Aboriginal Australians to be overshadowed. Women's
role in the conscription debate too has been outshone.
The discrimination German Australians faced on the home front during WWI has been edited out of
mainstream education regarding WWI, largely overshadowed by the military endeavours on the
Western Front and Gallipoli. Although the Gallipoli campaign aimed to force Ottoman Turkey out of
the war, all enemy nations (including Germany) were grouped as a demonised entity. While
everyone knows of the war against the Central Powers on the battlefields, many are unaware of the
war on the home front. The government conjured up imagined enemies to call upon its people to
"do their bit", encouraging jingoistic attitudes. With the outbreak of war, the anti-German sentient
gained steam with slogans such as "the only good German is a dead German", (Ashford, 2015)
popularising. The German-Australian community, one of the largest cultural groups in Australia at
the time, suffered relentless prosecution and retribution for their ethnicity. They were "spat on,
dismissed from jobs" and had their homes "stoned, their properties destroyed, their children forced
to leave school", (Gammage, 1974) despite them being loyal and morally upright citizens. Most
German Australians were not loyal to their German ties; the German Australian
Newspaper Austrolische Zeitung reminded readers to stand by Australia "to whom they owed so
much." Despite their fierce loyalty to Australia, anyone of "German" descent was at risk of being
labelled an "enemy alien" and being placed in internment camps without trial (Source 8). The blatant
injustices inflicted upon German Australians destroyed a once flourishing community within
Australia, but these years of repression have faded into history's darkest corners. Even decades after
WWI, Australia reverted to its spitefully intolerant roots; its future was painted exclusively "British"
(Source 7), unwelcoming to hopeful German immigrants. Although the former government of the
day denied any discrimination they enforced towards German Australians, their actions sing a
different tune. Their refusal to acknowledge the suffering German Australians faced was perhaps a
futile attempt to conceal a shameful yet significant chapter of our history. However, Gallipoli and the
Western Front would bury these shameful reminders, replacing them with Anglo-Australians'
glorified sacrifices to put "ANZAC at the centre of the national narrative," (Newsdeck, 2019).
Australia's abnormal obsession with the Western Front and in particular, Gallipoli, only fosters a
narrow insight into Australians' experience of WWI, significantly overshadowing German Australians'
adversities on the home front.

